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Abstract-The relationship between the discrete time nearly unit root doubly geometric spatial 
model and the continuous time Omstein-Uhlenbeck random field is investigated. It turns out that 
the Omstein-Uhlenbeck sheet can be considered as the continuous time counterpart of the doubly 
geometric model. However, it is shown that in contrast to the one-dimensional case and due to the 
orthogonality of the measures generated by the Omstein-Uhlenbeck sheets with different parameters, 
this connection does not hold on the level of estimators. @ 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the AR(l) time series model 
& = axk-1 + Ek, k= 1,2 ,..., n, 
xc =o. (1.1) 
It is well known that in the asymptotically stationary case when Jo] < 1, the sequence (&i,),~l of 
least squares estimators (LSE) of cr is asymptotically normal [1,2]: but it does not hold uniformly 
for IQ] < 1. In the unit root case when a = 1, for the sequence (&)nzr we have 
D s,’ we dW) n(C, - 1) - 
J; W(t) dt ’ 
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where {W(t) : t E [0, 1]} denotes a standard Wiener process [3]. 
In the nearly unit root model 
X(n)  = Ot(n) X(kn)l ~(n) k 1, 2, ., n, k -q -k ,  = "" 




a (n) = 1 - ~ ,  V (n) ---* % 
n 
the sequence (~(n))n>l of LSE of c~ (n) satisfies the following asymptotic result: 
f:Y (t)dt ' 
where {Y(t) : t E [0, 1]} is a continuous time AR(1) process, i.e., an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, 
defined as the solution of the stochastic differential equation 
dY( t )  = -~Y(t)  dt + dW(t ) ,  t ~ [0, 1], 
Y(0) = 0 (1.4) 
(see [4-6]). The process {Y(t) : t E [0, 1]} can be written as 
Y( t )  = e ~(~-t) dW(v) .  
Aratd et al. [7] and Aratd [8,9] have drawn the attention to the connection between discrete and 
continuous time models. The result (1.3) can also be formulated as 
~(n) Z~ 
where ~(n) is the LSE of V ('0 in the discrete time model (1.2) and ~ is the LSE of 3' in the 
continuous time model (1.4), which is also the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) of 7. The 
distribution of ~ is tabulated in [10]. 
Similar results hold for the AR(p) model 
Xk~-Ct lXk_ lq - . . .q -o~pXk_pq-gk ,  k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  
X0 = X-1 . . . . .  Xl-p = 0. (1.5) 
In the asymptotically stationary case when all roots of the characteristic polynomial 
qa(z) = 1 - c~lz . . . . .  apZ p 
are outside the unit circle, it is well known that the sequence of the LSE of the coefficients 
is asymptotically normal [1,2], but it does not hold uniformly. In the unit root case when all 
roots of the characteristic polynomial qo are on the unit circle, Chan and Wei Ill] proved that 
the LSE ~,~ = (~l,n,. . . ,~p,n) T of the coefficients c~ = (~l , . . . ,ap)  T is not asymptotically 
normal, but with suitable normalizing matrices {6n}, the sequence 6nl(~n -~)  converges in 
distribution. Moreover, they gave a representation f the limit distribution involving multiple 
stochastic integrals with respect o Wiener processes. The characteristic function of the estimator 
is explicitly given by Koncz [12] (see also [10]). 
Jeganathan [13] considered the nearly unit root AR(p) model 
=t~ 1 .Lk_ lq - . . .q -  p k_pq-  , k-= l ,2 , . . . ,n ,  
(1.6) 
Xo °) = . . . . .  = o ,  
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where the coefficients a (n) = (c~n),...,~(n))T are given by a (n) = ¢x + 5nTn, where ~'n --* ~/, 
and {bn} are the same normalizing matrices used in [11]. Jeganathan proved that the sequence 
5nl(~ (n) - cz (n)) converges in distribution and gave a complicated representation f the limit 
distribution. Van der Meer et al. [14] have given a simpler representation showing that there is 
an appropriate continuous time AR(p) model related to the discrete time model in the same way 
as in the case of the AR(1) model. In fact, it is easier to handle the LSE of the roots of the 
characteristic polynomials rather than the LSE of the coefficients. 
Similar connections between certain discrete and continuous time multivariate autoregressive 
schemes have been shown in [15-18]. 
Now, consider the so-called oubly geometric spatial autoregressive model 
Xk,  g -~ ~ l  Xk -  l , l  -1- (~2Xk,e -1  --  ~l°~2Xk-l,e-1 -{- Ek,t , 
Xo,e = Xk,o = O, 
k ,e= 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  
(1.7) 
introduced by Martin [19]. The model has been used by Jain [20] in the study of image processing, 
by Martin [21], Cullis and Gleeson [22], and Bass and Reinsel [23] in agricultural trials, and by 
Tjostheim [24] in digital filtering. 
In the asymptotically stationary case when I~1] < 1 and la21 < 1, asymptotic normality of 
several estimators of (~1, cz2) has been shown (e.g., [25-30]). 
In the unit root case when ~1 = ~2 -- 1, contrary to the AR(1) model, the sequence of 
Gauss-Newton estimators of (al, ~2) has been shown to be again asymptotically normal [31]. 
Bhattacharyya et al. [32] have recently investigated the nearly unit root case 
X ( n )  ,.~(n)~(n) ,.,,(n)~(n) _ OL(n) , (n )y (n )  __ (n )  k,e = ~1 ~k- l ,~  "]- "~2 "~'k,e-1 1 "~2 "~k- l ,g -1  "1- ~k,g'  
X (n) ~(~) = O, 
O,t = ~ k,O 
k,e = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  
(1.8) 
where 
~J^ (n) = 1 - - -n  ' --* 7j, j = 1,2, 
and proved asymptotic normality of Gauss-Newton estimators of (c~n),~(n)). The purpose of 
this paper is to clarify the relation between the discrete time nearly unit root doubly geometric 
spatial model (1.8) and the continuous time Ornstein-Uhlenbeck random field 
Y(s ,  t) = e~l(~-s)+~(~-t) dW(u,  v), s, t • [0, 1], (1.9) 
where (W(s ,  t) : s, t E [0, 1]} is a standard Wiener sheet. It turns out that although the Ornstein- 
Uhlenbeck sheet (1.9) can be considered again as the continuous time counterpart of the doubly 
geometric model (1.8), this connection does not hold on the level of estimators. In fact, there 
is no MLE of (71,72) in (1.9), since the measures generated by Ornstein-Uhlenbeck sheets with 
different parameters are orthogonal with respect o each other (in other words, there is no Radon- 
Nikodym derivative). This phenomenon is related to the fact that the parameters (71,72) can 
be estimated in a strongly consistent way (compare with Ying [33], who gave strongly consistent 
estimators in the stationary case). 
2. CONVERGENCE OF  DOUBLY GEOMETRIC  SPAT IAL  
MODELS TO ORNSTE IN-UHLENBECK SHEET 
Define D([0, 1] 2 --* R k) to be the set of all functions f : [0, 1] 2 --~ R k for which limurs, vTt f (u ,  v), 
lim~ls, vrt f (u ,  v), limiT8 'vlt f (u ,  v) exist and limu~8,.lt f (u ,  v) = f (s ,  t). The set D([0, 1] 2 --* R k) 
can be endowed with a metric, making it a complete and separable space [34]. Convergence of 
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probability measures on D([0, 1] 2 ---+ •k) will be understood relative to this metric. We denote 
by C([0, 1] 2 --* R k) the space of continuous functions endowed with the supremum norm [[ • [Ioo. 
For measurable mappings ¢, ~n : D([0, 1] 2 --+ R k) ---+ D([0, 1] 2 ---* Rt), n = 1,2, . . . ,  we shall 
write en "~ ~ if H~n(xn) -~(x)[[oo --* 0 for all x, xn e D([0, 1] 2 --* R k) with [[xn -xHoo --* 0. 
We shall need the following simple lemma, which gives a sufficient condition for convergence to
a functional of a continuous process. 
LEMMA 1. Let ¢, ¢ ,  : D([0, 1] 2 --~ R k) ~ D([0, 1] 2 ---* Rt), n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  be measurable mappings 
such that en "~ ~. Let Z, Zn, n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  be stochastic processes with values in D([0, 1] 2 --* R k) 
such that Zn 9> Z in D([0, 1] 2 --* R k) and almost all trajectories of Z are continuous. Then, 
¢ , (Z , )  9> ~(Z) in D([0, 112 ~ Rt). 
PROOF. According to Billingsley [35, Theorem 5.5], it suffices to prove that P(Z • H) = 1, 
where 
H := {x • D ([0, 1] 2 --~ Rk):  62n(Xn) ---* ¢(x), Vzn • D ([0, 1] 2 --* ]R k) with xn ~ x} ,  
where xn --* x denotes convergence in the space D([0, 1] 2 -* Rk). Let x • C([0, 1] 2 --* R k) and 
xn • D([0, 1] 2 ~ IRk), n = 1,2,. . .  with xn --" x. Then, we have I[xn -x[]oo ~ 0 (see [34, 35, 
(14.11)]); hence, by the assumptions, HOn(xn) - O(x)[[oo --~ 0, which implies On(xn) --~ O(x) in 
the space D([0, 1] 2 ~ ~t). Hence, H C C([0, 1] 2 ~ Rk), and from the continuity of Z we obtain 
I~(Z • H) = 1. ] 
Consider the discrete time doubly geometric nearly unit root spatial autoregressive model (1.8). 
The random step functions 
y(n) (s, t) 1X(n) s, t • [0, 1], 
:= n (~s],[~t], 
(2.1) 
M (n) (s, t) 1 E v- '  (n) [0, 1], "-'- -n 2.., Q,J ' s,t  • 
i=1 j=l 
can be considered as random elements in the space D([0, 1] 2 ~ R). In the following proposition, 
the relationship between asymptotic behavior of the sequence (y(n))n> 1 (derived from the spatial 
model) and that of the "innovation process" (M(n))n>l is clarified. 
PROPOSITION 1. I f  W is a standard Wiener sheet and Y is given by (1.9), then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) M (n) 9> W in D([0, 1] 2 --* R); 
(ii) y(n) 9 y in D([0, 1] 2 --* R); 
(iii) (M(n) ,Y (n)) ~ (W,Y) in D([0,1] 2 --* R2). 
PROOF. The purpose of the following discussion is to show that there exist measurable mappings 
q~n : D([0,1] 2 ~ R) ~ D([0, 1] 2 ~ R), n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  such that y(,0 = ~n(M(n)). The doubly 
geometric spatial process can be expressed as a moving average 
k t k - i  
"<°>-- E E 
i=1 j=l 
Moreover, the coefficients in (1.8) can be written as follows: 
oL(n) =(~) ' -  j = e-rJ /", j = 1,2, 
where ~'~) --~ 7j, J = 1,2. Hence, 
1 ;.(~) - -1,n ;~(")[nt]ln ~ e;r~)iln+;r(2~)Jlne ( ) (2.2) Y(n)(s,t) =-e - "  '°°'" -'2 E A.., i,j" 
n i=l  j= l  
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and a similar expression for e :t~'~)j/n with t instead of s, we obtain 
['~*l ["l [.t] [,.] k-i 
y(n)(s,t ) = in E E ~},~) + le-~"'[ns]/nn E E E ( e~}")(k-1)/n - e~'*)k/n) ~i,j-(n) 
i---1 j=l j=lk=2 i=1 
1 -(~) Ins] [nt] e-1  
+ -e-~2n [ntl/n E E E ( e:r~')(e-1)/n -e:r(:")e/n) e!~',.,, 
i=1 e=2 j=l 
[nsl k-1 [nt] e-1 
-]- !e-~/~'O[ns]/n-X/(")[nt]/n E E E E ( ex/~n)(k-l,/n --eZY}n)k/n) (e~2(",(e-l,/n --e')'2(n)'/n)£!n) 
n ~,? " k=2i=l e=2 j=l 
Thus, we can derive 
Ins] 
k=2 n J(k-1)/n 
-z)'(2'~)e-~(2")[nt]/n E M(n) [~s] - J(e-1)/n 
~=2 n 
± z.('%.(n)o-~} '<) ['~Wn-% ('`) [,.l/,~ V"  ~c.,)~,+- c.b e.1 ~2 du dv, 
k=2 )In )In 
which implies y(n) = @n(M(n)) with 
-]- 71 "/2 eS}") (u-[nsl/n)+5(2"~) (v-[ntl/n) x( u, V) du dv. 
JO JO 
Clearly, (I)n ~-* @, where 
s 
@(x)(s,t) = x(s,t) -"/1 e'n(u-S)x(u,t)du-~/2 e'~2(v-t)x(s,v)dv 
+ 71~/2 foS fot e'n(u-s)+'~2(v-t)x(u, v) dudv. 
(2.3) 
Suppose M (n) z~ ) IYV. Applying Lemma 1, we obtain that  y(n) z) ~ 12 in D([0, 1] 2 --~ R), where 
12 = @(W). Now, we show that  12 = y ,  P-a.s. First we mention that  by (1.9), Y(s, t) is the 
L2-1imit of the sequence (Zn(s, t))n>l,  where 
Z.(s,t):= ~ e~,(8(~-l)l"-8)+~=(t(3-1)l.-t)A1A2W (is, J t), 
i,j=l 
(2.4) 
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where A1 and A2 denote the usual differences 
A1w(is, Jt) :=W (is, J ') -W (~nl$, J ' )  , 
,,,~ (~.,,_~,).:,.v (~.,_~0_ ~ (~_s,.,--,,) n  
Clearly, 
n--1 
z.<,,,> :,~-,,.,--,.,,-,,v,:.,,,> + (,~-,,.,',,-,) z,<,,,<.,,--.>-,,,,-, (~,,,) 
i= I  
n- -1  +(e-'2t/n-l) Ee-'Y's/n+'Y2(tj/n-t)W(sJt) 
j= l  
+ (e--,,,,,,-,) (,<,,,,,.- 1) 2,~,,<,,,,,,,-,,>+,-.<,:,,--,>~ (~s, ~,). 
i , j=l 
This, together with (2.4), implies that Y = ¢(W) is also an L2-1imit of the sequence (Zn)n>l, 
hence l7" = Y P-a.s., and thus (i) ~ (ii) is proved. In a similar way, we obtain (i) =~ (iii). 
Next, we start with 
X" ,,.(~) = -- L~ ~'k,e" 
k=l £=1 
Using the expressions 
1 = e s~") (k-[nsl)ln+S(2 ")(e-[ntl)in + (1 - e s~n) (k-[nsl)In) eSl '` > (e-[mi)iN 
+ e~.~"> <,,- ,,,..,>,- (i - ,~,,'"><,-,,,.,,,,',,) + ( i -  ,<,~"><,,-,-.,,>,'.,) (- - o~.,~"><,,-~,,,.,>,,,). 
and 
[ns] 
, - e~'~">':"-t""]>l " = (1 -  e-~i">l ") E e~'~"><"+"-">l"' 
i=k+l  
and a similar expression for 1 - e "~(2n)(e-[nt])/n, we obtain 
Hence, 
Ins] ,<., <., > :.,.<.> (,us,, ,~,)+ (, _,_+.>,,,) r,.<,., ( ' - '  ,~,) 
i=2 n 
+ (,- ~-,,<">,-) Ey<°> 
j=2 k n n 
[n~] [ntl 
+ (1-e -~'~')/n) (1-e -~'~'')/n) E E y(n)(i-l j - l )  
i=2  j=2 n n 
M(n)(s,t) Y(n)(s,t) + (1 e -~{")/~) L [n~ll'-' = n - Y(~) (u, t) du 
+ n ( l _ e-~(2") ln) Lli'tl/'~y(n) (s, v) d v 
+n 2 (1-e -~i'>/n) (1-e -~'~''>/n) f':"'°f':"':~<.,(.,~>~v, 
do Jo 
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which, together with (2.3), implies M OO = ~n(Y(n)), where ~n ~+ ~, 
il io' io7o' @(x)(s,t)=x(s,t)+?~ x(u, Odu+~ x(s,v)dv+~2 z(u,v)dudv. 
Suppose y(n) v> p.  Applying Lemma 1, we obtain that M (n) v 17d in D([0, 1] 2 --+ R), where 
IYV = tIs(y). Now, we show that W = W, P-a.s. Let us put 
z~(s,t):= ~ £1h2Y s, t , 
i,j=l 
where/%1 and Zk2 denote the modified differences 
Then, on the one hand 
n . . . 
,1 )) +(1-e-~'81n)(1-e-~'tln)Y(---n 's'j-ltn 
) ( ) 3-1, =Y(s,t)+ 1-e -e'~ln ~Y s,t + 1-e -'~=<1'~ -~Y s, 
i=I j= l  n 
'~ [ i - i  s j -1  + Z (1-e -'r'81n) (1-e -~r2tln) Y \  n ' t], 
i , j=l  n 
and hence, 14 r = ~(Y) is the L2-1imit of the sequence (Zn)n>l. On the other hand, 
~,,(s,,):£f' '" f""" e.-,,<,,-.,,',,,+-,,<,,-,,,',,,<,,,,,-(u,,,), 
i , j=l Js(i-1)/nJt(j-1)/n 
and £fsii,, f,~in W(s,t) = dW(u,v), 
i,j=l Js(i-1)/nJt(j-1)/n 
imply that W is also an L2-1imit of the sequence (Zn)n>l, since 
IIZ.(~,t)- w(.,t)ilL = £ f.,i. f,,i: (~,(._.,/=)+~:(~_,,/:)_ ,)~ d~d~-+ 0,
i , j : l  Js(i-1)lnJt(J-1)ln 
as n -~ oo. Consequently, tiz = W, lP-a.s.; hence, (ii) = (i) is proved. In a similar way, we 
obtain (ii) = Oil). I 
Applying the functional central limit theorem on the space D([0, 1] 2 --+ R) (see [34, Theorem 5]), 
we obtain the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY 1. Suppose that {e(n, ) } are Ll.d., mean zero, and variance 1. Then, 
(M(~),r (n))  2_. (W,Y), in D ([0,112 -* R2). 
We remark that Corollary 1 can be also proved directly by the help of the expression 
Y('~)(s,t) = 1 ~, ~ e~l-)(i_l,~sl)i,~+~(;,>(3_E,,,l)i,,~), 
n~-~ i=l j=l 
and by proving finite dimensional convergence (applying the central imit theorem) and by show- 
ing tightness (applying the technique used in [32]). 
3. ORTHOGONAL ITY  OF MEASURES GENERATED BY 
ORNSTE IN-UHLENBECK SHEETS 
For ~ E R and a > 0, let 
Y~,~,(t) := o e "(v-~) aN(v), t • [0,11. 
The process {Y.y,~2(t) :t  • [0, 1]} is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with parameters (3', a2), and 
it is the solution of the following stochastic differential equation (see (1.4)): 
dY(t) = -3`Y(t) dt + a dW(t), t • [0, 11, 
(3.1) 
Y(0)  = o. 
Let ]PY~..2 be the measure generated by the process Y~,a2 on C([0, 1] -* R). For probability 
measures P1 and P2, equivalence or orthogonality will be denoted by ~ and by _L, respectively. 
The following dichotomy is well known (see [10]): 
PY~,~2 ~ PY~,~2, if a 2 = 5 2, 
PY~,.2 _k PY.~,a2, if a 2 ~ 5 2. 
The orthogonality in case a 2 ~ 52 is based on the fact that 
j=l  ~ a2, Py~ .2-a,s., (3.2) 
which can be proved by the help of the following representation (derived from (3.1)): 
Y.~,~,(t) = -3` Y~,~(v) dv + ~W(t), 
using the following almost sure limit results: 
W 1, 
j= l  \d ( j -1) /n  
where the second convergence is a consequence of the almost sure continuity of the process Y~,~2. 
In other words, the parameter a2 can be estimated in a strongly consistent way (see also [36] in 
the stationary case). 
Now, we turn to the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck sheet with parameters (3`1,3`2, a2), which is defined 
as follows (see (1.9)): 
[8[te'Y'(u-s)+'~2(v-t) dW(u,v), s,t E [0,1] 2, (3.3) O" 
YO JO 
where 3`1, "/2 E R, a > 0. Let ]IDY.vl,.V2,a 2 be the measure generated by the process Y~I ,~/2,a 2 on 
C([0, 1] 2 --* R). The following dichotomy can be proved (compare with [37]). 
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PROPOSIT ION 2. 
PY~I,~,=2 ± ~Y~,~=,.2, 
= 
¢ 
PROOF. It is known that the convergence 
j , k=l  n 
- Y'YI'~'2'a2( j '  k-1)+Y'rl '~'2'~2( n ' k- l ) )  2n -  __, 0"2 
holds ]Py~l,~2.,2-a.s. ( ee, e.g., [38]). It is easy to show that the process {Y~,~2,a2(s, 1) : s E [0, 1]} 
is a one-dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with parameters 
I _ g-- 2"72 \ 
1 __ 0"2 
9'1, 29'2 ) ' 
so that we obtain from the one-dimensional consideration i (3.2) that 
i -- e -2"Y2 
0"2, 
29'2 ~Y~I ,~¢2, a2 -a.s.  
Similarly, 
k=l n 
I -- e -2"71 
29'1 0"2, ~y~l,~2.,2_a.s" 
The function 
1 - e -2~ 
9' ~-~ 29' ' 
is strictly monotone, and hence at least one of the limits 
1 - e -2"Y2 2 i - -  e -2,n 
0-2, 0", .0"2 
29'2 29'1 
is different in case (9'1,9'2, a 2) • ('~1, ~2, •2). Since Pr.l,~2,~: and Py~,.~2,~2 are Gaussian measures, 
the Feldman-Hajek dichotomy theorem yields that they are either orthogonal or equivalent. In 
case (9"1, 9'2, a 2) ~t ('~1, ~2, ~2), they cannot be equivalent, since at least one of the above sequences 
of random variables has different limit with respect o these measures. | 
In fact, it turned out that all the parameters 9"1, 9'2, ~2 can be estimated in a strongly consistent 
way (see also [33] in the stationary case). 
We remark that if we consider the shifted processes 
where m E R, then the measures generated by the processes Zmm,.~2,~2, m E R (with fixed 9'1, 
9'2, a2), are equivalent (see [39]). 
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